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In my professional involvement in the development and planning of open space and sporting
infrastructure along with my personal use of the same I offer the following information:
Parks and open space In established areas – developed areas of Melbourne, in the suburbs ‐ eastern
and south eastern suburbs the parks and water ways are generally well catered for however areas of
improvement could still be undertaken:
‐

‐

‐
‐
‐

Linking outstanding breaks in walking / cycling trails. There are vacant laneways – small
parks and larger open space areas that could be linked to open up more active and passive
spaces.
Finishing the links is generally a cost effective approach to opening up space and linking
communities that are breaking down with the growth of multi‐development sites within
suburbs.
Completing additional works can be part of infrastructure funding projects as added value to
the community
Links help contribute to over‐coming barriers to areas – suburbs, towns and spaces
Pathways that have heavy use (walk paths – cycle tracks etc) can be expanded while
designing for additional vegetation for function – shade and aesthetic improvements.

Growing Suburbs ‐ having worked extensively in growing suburbs I offer the following observations:
‐
‐

‐

‐
‐

Growing suburbs lack considered allocation and planning of open spaces for passive and
active use.
Developer lead allocation has demonstrated time and again the offer of space is usually less
useable, flood land or other major land fault. The land is usually located in areas that have to
attract future residents to the use – not always easily accessible.
Land allocation is usually inadequate to meet the requirements of the future resident needs
with pressure on open spaces / sports fields incurred prior to the populations arriving. By
the time development commences open spaces are diminished and access declines.
Land allocation size means that more and smaller sites need to be identified to cater for
sports
Land allocated often lacks links – travel – environmental (vegetation) and a small allocation
occurs in a built‐ up area. Often these spaces have no ongoing destination.

General Other Observations:
‐

‐

Linking open spaces should service
o Environmental requirements – links for biodiversity
o Cooling spaces
o Pockets of open space for relaxation
o Linking waterways and open spaces to different parks
Larger parks or state national parks
o These areas open up access to natural environments and experiences and can with
planning also cater for hiking, biking and peaceful activities.
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‐
‐

‐

‐
‐

‐

Maintenance costs – there is a history of setting up spaces in Melbourne and across Victoria
however the ongoing operational costs are not available into the future. When planning
spaces there is a need to take on board or allocate future operational costs. How do we
make the open spaces and parks operate efficiently?
Better and relevant research with the community – find out where they are travelling – what
they are using, and how they are wanting to get there.
Identify trails / paths in growing areas that can be built on instead of just “parking” land for
residential development.
o Natural pathways occur in an area – they usually find the shortest route to facilities
and services.
Green Wedge – stop eroding this with re‐assignment to residential or industrial
development and look how this can contribute to the overall re‐design of space, estates and
add value.
Waterways / Railways – many of these spaces are unused, run down not maintained or need
to be resurrected.
Park Infrastructure – need to embrace a full cycle cost to operation. The flexibility of
sporting facilities ensures another sport can always take over the space and the building.
o Proper cost allocation needs to occur – I could identify many examples where
projects never start as there is no commitment to the future costs.
Natural surfaces, such as grass have a role as they have a cooling affect. Artificial surfaces
play a role with managing usage.

Summary
The change to more individual and social sport participation and not just formal sporting activities
will place more pressure on open space and park usage.
When allocating and designing these spaces there is a need to consider where the pressure points
will be, where there is room to grow and where are the linking opportunities to community and
services such as small stores / cafes / bars and active spaces.
Economic viability is crucial – building spaces and not maintaining the spaces leads to reduced use
and outcomes and becomes “excess land” that is then considered land better used for residential or
industrial development.
Open spaces and parks can always be re‐developed and re‐cycled it is very rare residential and built
form can undergo the same experience.

Thank you for the opportunity and kind regards
Jane Kopecek

